
To accept bookings, 
advisors need to 
create a bookable 
product.
Gold text indicate 
information 
requirements for a 
1:1 appointment 
system 

General Tab
Virtual checkbox By default, the Virtual checkbox is ticked to 

omit the Shipping Costs tab from your bookable 
product.

Booking duration This determines how long a meeting last.  
Booking duration refers to meetings and blocks 
and can be defined in mins, hrs, days or mths.

Fixed blocks The customer can only choose one booking 
which will last the defined amount of time, e.g., 
a one-hour dietitian appointment. E.g.  1 
Hour(s)

Customer-defined 
blocks

A fixed duration, but the customer can choose 
how many blocks they want, e.g., renting out 
your garden space in hourly blocks. 

Minimum 
duration

If you set your Booking Duration to be 
customer-defined, you can set a minimum 
meeting duration and maximum meeting 
duration allowing customer to add increments 
of mins, hrs, days or mths.

Advisor 
Appointment 
Set Up



General meeting 
information
cont’d

General Tab
Maximum 
duration Plus, maximum meeting duration allowing a customer 

to add increments of mins, hrs, days or mths.
Calendar 
always visible

…for customers to see your calendar when they select 
your service.

calendar range 
picker”

Only tick this box, if the Booking duration above is set 
to be Customer defined with a unit of Days.  This 
allows customers to select a start date and an end 
date for their booking within the calendar itself.

Requiring 
Confirmation?

If the booking needs to be reviewed by you before 
confirmation, tick the Requires 
confirmation? checkbox. Rather than take payment at 
checkout, the customer inputs details and submits 
them for approval.

All blocks being 
booked

This checks all available blocks within a duration. 
E.g., if a garden space rental customer chooses to 
book for 3 hrs and 1 block is equal to 1 hr, the system 
will check availability for a 3 hrs consecutive meeting 
block.



Your Availability

Availability Tab

Starting block only
This checks the first block the user 
selects. E.g., if a garden space rental 
customer chooses to book for 3 hrs 
and 1 block is equal to 1 hr, the 
system will only check availability for 
the first hr.

First block starts 
at…

E.g.  13:04

Restrict start 
days

Say you have a garden hourly rental, 
but you only allow customers to rent 
on weekdays.



Your Availability 
cont’d

Custom 
Availability 
Range… Add 
Range

The from/to values differ based on the range type:
Date range – from/to will show a date picker/calendar 
selection field
Range of days – from/to will show a dropdown of days of 
the week (Monday to Sunday)
Range of months – from/to will show a dropdown of 
months (January to December)
Range of weeks – from/to will show a dropdown of 
weeks (1 to 52)
Time ranges – from/to will show time inputs
Date Range with time – period with a start date/time and 
an end date/time. Range applies from start time on the 
start day to end time on the end date.
Date Range with recurring time – set based on a custom 
date range. Range is repeated on each day in the date 
range.
Note that the time ranges are not opening hours but 
booking hours. If you offer 1-hour time blocks and your 
shop is open from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm, your last booking 
is at 5:00 pm, not 6:00 pm.



Your Availability 
cont’d & 
Advisory Fee

Available by default Means all blocks/ meetings are available 
and you can specifically turn some off 
with rules below.

not available by 
default

Means all blocks are not available and 
must be turned on through availability 
rules below.

Costs Tab
Base cost & Display 
cost

Is applied regardless of a customer’s 
choices on the booking form. E.g. 35 
Euro

Block cost Is the cost per block that was assigned in 
the General tab. If a customer books 
multiple blocks, this cost is multiplied by 
the number of blocks booked.

Add Range Beneath the display cost, you have an 
area where you can define extra costs. 
This works similarly to availability.
A row appears where you can input the 
range type, from/to and cost.



Your Meeting 
Attendees

Persons
Has resources

Tab
If the booking can be made for multiple persons at 
once, tick this box. Once selected, a new tab appears. 
You can set a min and maximum for persons. 
Also, the customer can input the number of attendees 
on the front-end booking form, if enabled.

Min. persons
Max. persons
Multiple costs 
by person 
count

E.g.  1
E.g.  4
If multiple costs by person count is ticked, all costs are 
multiplied by the number of persons the customer 
defines.

Count persons 
as bookings

If count persons as bookings is ticked, the person 
count is used as the quantity against the block. 
Remember the max bookings per block setting above? 
That determines the upper limit for allowed persons 
per meeting. Once the limit is reached, no more 
customers can book.

Enable Persons The Persons tab also allows you to define different 
prices depending on the person type. E.g. You might 
want to offer a different price for children or for 
teachers on a garden tour.



Your 
Meeting 
Resources

Resources Tab

Has resources For added flexibility, Bookings supports Bookable 
Resources that can also be booked independently within a 
bookable product. Tick the Has resources checkbox to 
enable a new tab.

Customer selected A booking form shows a dropdown list of resources that 
the customer can select.  E.g., a rental garden space where 
resources are garden furniture, decorative pots and 
planters, heating, afternoon tea.

Automatically 
assigned

A resource is automatically assigned to a customer booking 
if available.  E.g., a dietitian appointment where the 
resources are a medical dietitian and someone is assigned 
a booking. 

label After enabling resources, choose your type. If you have 
chosen Customer selected be sure to give your resource 
a label. This is what is shown on the customer booking 
form.
Tip!  Advisors can contact us on 01 806 1378 or 087 
9608085 for assistance with setting up your appointment 
service.


